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Abstract:

**Objective:** There is a lack of information related to women sex workers and their families in Prague and South Bohemia Region. We tried to explore how the relationship is between the women and their primary families.

**Design:** Qualitative and exploratory study.

**Participants:** 37 women working in private sex business in the South Bohemian Region and the capital Prague (Czech Republic). The age structure of the women was 20-55 years; the average age was 27 year.

**Methods:** Questioning method, technique of biographic-narrative interview. The interviews were verbatim transcribed and after that analyzed in the Atlas.Ti PC program using grounded theory.

**Results:** The data analysis showed that the sexual workers came from various families with significantly disturbed relationships with them. The family does not know about the sex work.

**Conclusion:** The family environment can create sufficient support that Social Workers can use to work with sex workers.

Introduction

Recent accounts of sexual commerce have drawn attention to the proliferation of online and sexual consumption (1,2). But there is a lack of information related to online sex workers and their families in Eastern European countries, especially in Czech and Slovak Republic. The present studies follow contemporary approaches to economic analysis of prostitution and makes use of the benefits that the Internet has brought to this type of service (3). Regushevskaya and Tuormaa (2014) tried to answer the question how do prostitution customers value health and position health in their expressions on online forums (4). Sexual issues related to the men who are active online also come under scrutiny (5). Most of these research was conducted as qualitative studies via internet.

Most of the current studies focus on violence against women and its vulnerability and health consequences (6). Intimate partner violence against women is also a huge problem in the refugee camps (7). There is a movement which tries to prevent violence against women (VAW). It defines seven steps that all have a word beginning with the letter P designating what needs to be done by all countries to deal with VAW. These are: (1) prevention, (2) protection against, (3) promoting awareness and adherence to non-discrimination and no VAW, (4) probing, (5) prosecuting, (6) punishing, and (7) providing redress for acts of violence against women. These recommendations could be apply into to Social Work with sex workers.

We systematically do research related to selected aspects of the sex trade and the lifestyle of women in the private sex business (8,9,10). Topics include: Can a person stop “screwing”? What was your first contact with the sex trade and how can a person hide their visits to sex workers? In the course of the analysis, we identified an additional category that featured in all the topics: “trophy collecting”. The discussants perceive sex workers as a commodity to be purchased and subsequently evaluated. The discussants tended to compete among themselves to visit the most sex workers or to be first to visit the latest sex worker.
Despite of above mentioned studies, there is a lack of information related to the families of women in sex business. Thus, we will look into the family life of these women. We try to explore how the relationship between them and their family members looks like and what is the opinion of family members about their work.

**Methods**

The study made use of qualitative research strategy with the questioning method and the technique of biographic-narrative interview. The research set included 37 women working in private sex business in the South Bohemian Region and the Capital Prague (Czech Republic). The women were approached through advertisements in web portals, either by phone or by email. The age structure of the women was 20-55 years, the average age was 27 years. Before the start of the interview, the respondents were informed of the study goals and of the subsequent use; at the same time, absolute anonymity in form of fictitious names was guaranteed to them. The data were collected from June 2016 to December 2017. The interviews were recorded in a voice recorder, subsequently verbatim transcribed and after that analyzed in the Atlas.Ti PC Program. This article deals with sex workers and their relationships to their primary family. In our manuscript neither animals nor plants were studied. Human beings were studied in line with the Helsinki Declaration.

The data analysis made use of the grounded theory method; the transcribed interviews were first encoded with the help of open coding and, within categorization, the following categories were identified – relationships with primary family, family’s reaction to work in sex business – and sub-categories – relationship with the mother and relationship with the father. After categorizing the codes, axial coding took place to find relations between the individual categories and codes, which are graphically represented through networking in form of a diagram, see Diagram 1 – Relationships with family.

### Results

**Diagram 1 – Relationships with family**

Source: GAJU 029/2016/S
Relationships with primary family

The data analysis showed that the sex workers came from various types of families: divorced or married; that they have significantly disturbed relationships with their primary families. They often do not communicate with their families and are not in any other contact with them: “Most often I confide in my best friend who understands and supports me; I don’t communicate with my family, so they don’t know anything about me” (IN22, 30 years). “Nobody asks me. I don’t communicate with my family” (IN31, 37 years).

Or they meet their family only in situations like birthdays of family members: “Once a year, at somebody’s birthday or during Christmas” (IN4, 28 years), or just out of ‘duty’. “Well, not much, sometimes when I have a free weekend I go to see them, but rather out of duty” (IN11, 36 years).

The overwhelming majority of the respondents answered no to the question whether their family knew about their work in sex business. That fact is related primarily to fear of incomprehension, of their family being ashamed of them or of condemning them: “No no, they would condemn me. They would think I am a whore. They would be ashamed of me. I don’t want them to think that about me. They probably wouldn’t understand that I do it for the money” (IN1, 43 years) “…dad doesn’t know about it. He wouldn’t understand it” (IN4, 28 years), “…primarily dad wouldn’t cope with it. He would disinherit me” (IN9, 26 years). Paradoxically, the father may be the person who mediates the first contact with sex business: “My father, he even got me to sex business; I remember how he got me dancing in a cabaret which actually was a brothel with whores. I started dancing there, then making strip, and then I went to the room...” (IN8, 24 years).

Reaction of the family to work in sex business

If the respondents decide to confide in a family member, they primarily tell their mother: “Only mum knows it” (IN7, 24 years). Mum knows about it.” (IN20, 22 years) who even may support the work in sex business: “My family knows it. My mum knows it. My children know it, and my mum finally said: If only I were younger” (IN5, 50 years).

The reaction of the family to their daughter working as a sex worker are varied according to the statements. In the first stage, the family copes with the shock; then conciliation and some tolerance come: “After some two years they (my family) saw that there was no use to resist (IN2, 23 years). “Well, my family tolerates it” (IN26, 36 years), but at the same time they insist on finding another job: “I was there yesterday and she asked if I kept doing my job. And

work in sex business from the family includes the respondents’ pictures presented in the ads without faces and taken at such places of the flat that cannot be identified; often the pictures are not of them but downloaded from the Internet.
I told her: “and what else should I do? Well, find another job” (IN2, 23 years).

If the family does not accept the work in the sex business after the first stage, another option can take place, specifically dissociation from the respondent. “With my family, no, they have dissociated from me” (IN14, 27 years).

**Discussion**

The respondents come from various family environments; therefore they cannot be considered a homogeneous group. The respondents rarely talked about their siblings; whether they had contact with them or whether they even had siblings. Sex workers and their social contacts were dealt with for example by Dalla (11); in her study, the sex workers talked about their family environment among other things; they perceived their relationships with their families mainly as bad; they also mentioned their parents’ problems with alcohol. We found a similar experience, i.e. increased alcohol consumption by the parents (primarily by the mother) in our study, too.

The respondents’ families mostly do not know about their working in sex business; and the respondents do not wish them to know out of fear that their family would not understand them and condemn them. However, if a woman decides to confide in a family member with respect to the work in sex business, she usually confides in her mother. If the family learns to know about the respondent’s work, they pass several stages: shock, denial, coping, conciliation and other stages described by Kübler-Ross (12) in the model of accepting changes.

One respondent said in an interview that she came to sex work for the first time due to her father’s “getting” her to that work. The fact that a family member mediated the first contact with the sex business to the respondent is not rare at all, as Demleitner (13) states. At the same time, for example according to the findings of Taiwan police, a half of the woman approached entered sex business due to pressure from the family (14). The women also often support their family financially through sex work (15), which was stated by some respondents in our study too.

There are a number of studies stating that sex workers were sexually abused, physically or mentally mistreated in childhood or adolescence (16,17,18 etc.). None of the respondents stated such thing in our study. On the other hand, a key factor, according to the Indian study by Chattopadhyay, Bandyopadhyay & Duttagupta (19), is lack of support of the lifestyle related to sex work by the family. Such lack of support may be manifested by failure to accept sex work and by disassociation of the family which could be seen here, too.

**Conclusion**

Private sex workers rarely visit social or health services because of fear of loss of anonymity; therefore Social Work rarely meets this target group. The family environment that can be included in the social network may create sufficient support that can be used by Social Workers when working with sex workers, primarily if a sex worker wants to leave the sex business (20).
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